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LENT “BECOMING A MISSION SHAPED CHURCH” 

LENT 2 ‘Mission and Fear’ 
 
Sunday morning readings; Judges 6:11-32, 1 John 4:18, 2 Timothy 1:7 
 
What are you afraid of? Maybe it’s the dark, of getting hijacked, of rejection, of failure? 
Sometimes our fears are irrational meaning that they don’t have any real basis. There is no 
real reason for them. Other fears are staring us in the face. Fear plays a role in many of the 
decisions we make on an almost daily basis. The entire insurance industry is based on fear 
in many ways. It tells us we need medical, car, contents, travel, bond insurance. It tries to 
take away the ‘what ifs’ in our lives. At least it thinks it can. Fear stops many of us from doing 
things, going to places, fulfilling our dreams and our destiny in God. It is an arch manipulator. 
It bores its way into our hearts, makes a nest and will stay until we take action through the 
Spirit.  
 
In South Africa we see, on a daily basis, how deeply fear controls and dictates many of our 
lives. Fear is one of the key reasons the church doesn’t fulfil its calling in God. Fear can 
paralyse us. Have you ever had a dream where you are scared or you are trying to run away 
from something but you just can’t move? But many people experience that type of fear in 
their everyday lives and it’s choking them and stopping them being the ‘missional’ people 
God longs them to be. 
 
South Africa 
We know that the history of our nation has left deep scars which, if we are really honest are 
still in the process of healing. We may have been a democracy for 17 years now but all of us 
know the lines of division enforced under apartheid often remain if not physically, emotionally 
and internally and obviously geographically. Only one road connects Westville and 
Chesterville! That South Africa didn’t collapse into civil war and desperate bloodshed is both 
a testament to the leadership, the prayers of 100,000’s and to God’s grace. But are we truly 
free from the pain and the heartache those years that separate development brought us? 
Those years of separate development, the laws that kept people apart from each other did  
such untold damage we will perhaps be working through their legacy for many years to 
come. The vision that John has in Revelation 21 is the complete opposite. It’s a vision of 
every tribe and tongue (ethne) being together before the throne of God. Multiculturalism at 
its best. No one culture will dominate another in the Kingdom. We will be celebrating. 
Although given the numbers of Chinese it could possibly have an oriental feel! The early 
church communities were made up of people from many cultures and socio economic 
backgrounds.   
 
Apartheid was essentially built on manipulation and fear. It used fear to control both black 
and white. Nothing blinds and binds people more effectively than fear. It lived on lies. It fed 
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lies to both the privileged and the suffering. In feeding us lies it alienated us from one 
another. It stopped us from understanding one another and the tragic consequence was it 
stopped us from understanding ourselves. In his book God in South Africa Father Albert 
Nolan writes, ‘In the 1987 whites only election the National Party despite its political 
confusion, despite the resignation of almost all its intelligentsia was able to secure a 
landslide victory by simply playing on the fears of white people.’ [Nolan, p79] 
 
Fear has taught us to be coarse and harsh with each other as a form of protection. Fear 
makes us deeply suspicious of those unlike us. To keep those unlike us in skin colour, 
cultures, identity far from us. It stops us from really seeing one another and in so doing has 
made us inhumane. It stops us from reaching out. Fear of crime has become one of the 
biggest factors in stopping us from being Jesus hands and feet. Fear takes other forms too. 
Fear of what people will think of me when they find out I’m a believer in Jesus. Fear of 
rejection on a number of levels. Fear of failure can paralyse us too. Fear of man is not 
healthy if we are going to reach out. If we feel terrified about sharing our story of relationship 
with Jesus we reveal something of what that relationship is like. 
 
God and Fear 
Obviously God dislikes fear that binds and so prevents people from being his children and 
reaching out in love for him. There seems to be two types of fear in both the New and Old 
Testament. The idea of fearing God or giving him reverence, of acknowledging who he is 
and respecting him is understood as ‘fearing him’. Proverbs 9:10 says, ‘Fear of the Lord is 
the foundation of wisdom.’ This is clearly a good thing and not to be confused with ‘being 
afraid.’ Throughout the Old Testament God uses the phrase ‘Do not be afraid I am with you,’ 
when he calls individuals to do something for him. He reminds Jeremiah and Daniel amongst 
others.  
Again in the New Testament the word for fear phobos is used to speak of ‘God fearing men’ 
as well as John’s (1 John 4:18) exhortation that, ‘perfect love casts out fear.’ It seems clear 
that fear has no place in the lives of those who love him because his love makes us bomb 
proof. Why should we be afraid of anything that man can do to us? This is made plain in the 
book of Acts. Again and again the disciples are ready to face hardship, suffering and lack of 
finances, food, shelter and reputation in order to share the story of Jesus. Empowered by the 
Holy Spirit they have a new boldness and a distinct lack of fear. Think how many times Paul 
was in prison or ship wrecked or beaten and persecuted (2 Corinthians 6:8ff). Fear obviously 
wasn’t on his agenda. 
 

• Firstly we need to be honest about our own hearts that we all play some part in 
carrying on the legacy of apartheid when we choose to ignore the suffering of our 
brothers and sisters. None of us is innocent. None free from some blame. In this we 
recognise how far God has brought us. This is not a negative. 
 

• Secondly as we face these things that can lurk deep or be buried we need to ask for 
forgiveness. Forgiveness for believing in our own superiority. Forgiveness for 
believing the lie that we should be separate. Forgiveness when our silence revealed 
our guilt. Forgiveness for our evil intentions even if never carried out. Forgiveness for 
believing the lie of our inferiority. Forgiveness for the hate we might still feel toward 
others. 

  
• Thirdly as we are come for healing God allows us to see each other; see into each 

other without the blinkers and without the baggage. If we are to reach out cross 
culturally (which we will explore in later sessions) we must be prepared to reach out 
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to really listen, to really love. The divides are real but we can overcome them in 
Jesus. 

 
A	  BIBLE	  STUDY	  

Judges	  6:11-‐30	  (NIV)	  

11	  The	  angel	  of	   the	  LORD	  came	  and	  sat	  down	  under	   the	  oak	   in	  Ophrah	  that	  belonged	  to	   Joash	  the	  
Abiezrite,	   where	   his	   son	   Gideon	   was	   threshing	   wheat	   in	   a	   winepress	   to	   keep	   it	   from	   the	  
Midianites.	  12When	   the	   angel	   of	   the	   LORD	   appeared	   to	   Gideon,	   he	   said,	   “The	   LORD	   is	   with	   you,	  
mighty	  warrior.”	  

	  13	  “Pardon	  me,	  my	  lord,”	  Gideon	  replied,	  “but	   if	  the	  LORD	  is	  with	  us,	  why	  has	  all	  this	  happened	  to	  
us?	  Where	  are	  all	  his	  wonders	  that	  our	  ancestors	  told	  us	  about	  when	  they	  said,	   ‘Did	  not	  the	  LORD	  
bring	   us	   up	   out	   of	   Egypt?’	   But	   now	   the	   LORD	   has	   abandoned	   us	   and	   given	   us	   into	   the	   hand	   of	  
Midian.”	  

	  14	  The	  LORD	  turned	  to	  him	  and	  said,	  “Go	   in	   the	  strength	  you	  have	  and	  save	   Israel	  out	  of	  Midian’s	  
hand.	  Am	  I	  not	  sending	  you?”	  

	  15	  “Pardon	  me,	   my	   lord,”	   Gideon	   replied,	   “but	   how	   can	   I	   save	   Israel?	  My	   clan	   is	   the	   weakest	   in	  
Manasseh,	  and	  I	  am	  the	  least	  in	  my	  family.”	  

	  16	  The	  LORD	  answered,	  “I	  will	  be	  with	  you,	  and	  you	  will	  strike	  down	  all	  the	  Midianites,	  leaving	  none	  
alive.”	  

	  17	  Gideon	  replied,	  “If	  now	  I	  have	  found	  favor	  in	  your	  eyes,	  give	  me	  a	  sign	  that	  it	  is	  really	  you	  talking	  
to	  me.	  18	  Please	  do	  not	  go	  away	  until	  I	  come	  back	  and	  bring	  my	  offering	  and	  set	  it	  before	  you.”	  

	  	  	  And	  the	  LORD	  said,	  “I	  will	  wait	  until	  you	  return.”	  

	  19	  Gideon	  went	  inside,	  prepared	  a	  young	  goat,	  and	  from	  an	  ephah[a]	  of	  flour	  he	  made	  bread	  without	  
yeast.	  Putting	  the	  meat	  in	  a	  basket	  and	  its	  broth	  in	  a	  pot,	  he	  brought	  them	  out	  and	  offered	  them	  to	  
him	  under	  the	  oak.	  

	  20	  The	  angel	  of	  God	  said	  to	  him,	  “Take	  the	  meat	  and	  the	  unleavened	  bread,	  place	  them	  on	  this	  rock,	  
and	  pour	  out	  the	  broth.”	  And	  Gideon	  did	  so.	  21	  Then	  the	  angel	  of	   the	  LORD	  touched	  the	  meat	  and	  
the	   unleavened	   bread	   with	   the	   tip	   of	   the	   staff	   that	   was	   in	   his	   hand.	   Fire	   flared	   from	   the	   rock,	  
consuming	   the	   meat	   and	   the	   bread.	   And	   the	   angel	   of	   the	   LORD	   disappeared.	  22	  When	   Gideon	  
realized	   that	   it	  was	   the	   angel	   of	   the	   LORD,	   he	   exclaimed,	   “Alas,	   Sovereign	   LORD!	   I	   have	   seen	   the	  
angel	  of	  the	  LORD	  face	  to	  face!”	  

	  23	  But	  the	  LORD	  said	  to	  him,	  “Peace!	  Do	  not	  be	  afraid.	  You	  are	  not	  going	  to	  die.”	  

	  24	  So	  Gideon	  built	  an	  altar	  to	  the	  LORD	  there	  and	  called	  it	  The	  LORD	  Is	  Peace.	  To	  this	  day	  it	  stands	  in	  
Ophrah	  of	  the	  Abiezrites.	  

	  25	  That	   same	  night	   the	   LORD	   said	   to	  him,	   “Take	   the	   second	  bull	   from	  your	   father’s	   herd,	   the	  one	  
seven	   years	   old.[b]	  Tear	   down	   your	   father’s	   altar	   to	   Baal	   and	   cut	   down	   the	   Asherah	   pole	  beside	  
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it.	  26Then	  build	  a	  proper	  kind	  of[d]	  altar	   to	   the	   LORD	  your	  God	  on	   the	   top	  of	   this	  height.	  Using	   the	  
wood	  of	  the	  Asherah	  pole	  that	  you	  cut	  down,	  offer	  the	  second[e]	  bull	  as	  a	  burnt	  offering.”	  

	  27	  So	  Gideon	  took	  ten	  of	  his	  servants	  and	  did	  as	  the	  LORD	  told	  him.	  But	  because	  he	  was	  afraid	  of	  his	  
family	  and	  the	  townspeople,	  he	  did	  it	  at	  night	  rather	  than	  in	  the	  daytime.	  

	  28	  In	  the	  morning	  when	  the	  people	  of	  the	  town	  got	  up,	  there	  was	  Baal’s	  altar,	  demolished,	  with	  the	  
Asherah	  pole	  beside	  it	  cut	  down	  and	  the	  second	  bull	  sacrificed	  on	  the	  newly	  built	  altar!	  

	  29	  They	  asked	  each	  other,	  “Who	  did	  this?”	  

	  	  	  When	  they	  carefully	  investigated,	  they	  were	  told,	  “Gideon	  son	  of	  Joash	  did	  it.”	  

	  30	  The	  people	  of	   the	   town	  demanded	  of	   Joash,	   “Bring	  out	   your	   son.	  He	  must	  die,	  because	  he	  has	  
broken	  down	  Baal’s	  altar	  and	  cut	  down	  the	  Asherah	  pole	  beside	  it.”	  

	  
QUESTIONS	  AND	  APPLICATION	  

	  
1. What	  was	  Gideon’s	  response	  to	  the	  Angel	  that	  appeared	  to	  him	  in	  verse	  11	  and	  12?	  

	  
2. The	  Angel	  speaks	  to	  Gideon	  as	  a	  ‘Mighty	  Hero’	  (NLT)	  but	  all	  Gideon	  can	  see	  is	  his	  own	  lowly	  

position	  in	  his	  tribe	  and	  family.	  Can	  you	  relate	  to	  this?	  Think	  about	  how	  you	  might	  be	  fearful	  
in	  your	  own	  community?	  

	  
3. Even	  though	  he	  was	  fearful	  Gideon	  followed	  the	  Lords	  instructions	  and	  cut	  down	  the	  

Asherah	  poles	  and	  destroyed	  the	  alter	  of	  Baal	  (verses	  25-‐27).	  He	  was	  willing	  to	  stand	  up	  for	  
the	  Lord.	  What	  happened	  to	  Gideon	  that	  allowed	  him	  to	  conquer	  his	  fear?	  

 
	  
	  
Identify	  one	  activity	  that	  would	  require	  boldness	  on	  behalf	  of	  your	  Parish,	  home	  group	  or	  
Youth/Young	  adults	  group.	  
	  
Perhaps	  fear	  of	  change	  is	  a	  major	  problem	  you	  are	  facing.	  Find	  ways	  to	  encourage	  those	  who	  find	  
change	  difficult.	  
	  
Reach	  out	  without	  fear.	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


